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Abstract. Previous work has shown that interannualvariations
in total sea ice extentmay provide
a sensitiveindicatorof global climatechange.Data
from passivemicrowaveinstrumentshave allowed
mappingof global sea ice extentsfrom 1973-76and
from 1978 up to September1987, [Gloersonand
Campbell,1988]. In this paper data from another

oceanwave height and return echo strengthas it
progresses
along its groundtrack. The presence
of
sea ice within the altimeterfootprintcausesdistinct
changesin the strengthand shapeof the return
echofrom the surface[Dwyerand Godin,1980;Robin
et al, 1983, Ulander,1987]. Changes
in pulseshape

microwave instrument, the Geosat radar altimeter,
have been used to map the Antarcticsea ice extent
for the period November !986 to January 1989.

disturbthe operationof the on boardtrackerusedto
maintainlock on the leadingedge of the return echo
[Rapley, et al, 1983] resultingin increasednoise on
the height values computedon-board.

derived from the ScanningMultichannelMicrowave
Radiometer (SMMR) show excellent agreement
during the freeze up period but show significant
differences
during the late part of the melt period.

An operationalsea ice product has been produced
since 1986 by the US Navy [Hawkinsand Lybanon,
1989] using a methodsimilar to that suggestedby
Dwyer and Godin.The productconsists
of an ice index

Comparison with

total Antarctic sea ice extents

based on

Introduction

a

suitable combination of

parameters

derived from the echo waveform intensity and

shape. Work is currently underway to understand

Themonitoring
of seaiceextent
ona globalscale
has betterthe relationship
between
the altimeter
echoes
attracted
muchattention
in recentyearssinceit may and seaice characteristics
by comparing
nearcoprovide
a sensitive
indicator
of climatechange.
A
incidentimageryfrom the Advanced
Very High
temperature
rise in the polar regionswouldbe Resolution
Radiometer
andGeosat
data[Laxon,
1989].
amplified
through
the ice/albedo
positivefeedback For a compact
ice edge,a rapidchange
in both
mechanism
[Mitchell,1989]resulting
in a decrease returned
powerand waveform
shapeis observed
in average
seaice extentby as muchas 2.5ø in closeto the ice/ocean
boundary
visiblein the
latitudefor each IøC rise in global surface AVI-IRR
image.
A transition
overa diffuse
ice edge
temperature
[Budd,
1975].Zwallyet al. [1983]suggest causesa less marked,although
still significant
thatthe response
maynotbe of quitesucha large change
in returnechostrength
andshape,
evenat
magnitude,
but will still be considerable.
Kuklaand low ice concentrations.
The exact relationship
Gavin[1981] discusschanges
in the extentof between
ice concentration
andthe altimeter
is not
Antarctic
seaice extentfor the period1973-1980. clearandalmost
certainly
depends
on the prevailing
Theirresults
are derived
fromchartsproduced
by windandwaveconditions.
However,
giventhehigh
the US Navy-NOAA
JointIce Center(JIC) using sensitivity
of the aItimeter
to a change
in surface
satellitevisible,infra-redand uncalibrated
passive roughness
overevena smallfraction
of the surface
microwaveobservations.
Howeverthe visible and [Robinet al., 1983], it is likely that a significant
infrared dataare limitedby darkness
andcloud changein the altimeterreturnoccursat ice
cover.
Zwallyet a! [1983]showthatdifferences
exist concentrations
of onlya few percent.
Giventheneed
between
Navy-NOAA
mapsand calibrated
passive for ongoing
effortto establish
means
of extracting
microwave
observations
of globalsea ice extent quantitative
estimates
of ice concentration
and

raising
doubts
about
thereliability
of theicecharts. characteristics,
fromthe echodata,andthe large
Morerecently
Gloerson
andCampbell
[1988]have volumes
of datainvolved
for global
processing,
it is
presented
resultsof globalvariations
in seaice worthevaluating
whatmightbe deduced
aboutsea
extent,
seaice areaandopenwatercoverage
within icefromthereduced
datasetof on-board
estimates
of
the pack basedsolelyon passivemicrowaveheight,
'waveheight'
andechostrength.
Thusin this
observations.
Theydefinethe seaice extentas the paperaltimeterparameters
contained
withinthe
total area for which sea ice concentrations
are

GeosatGeophysical
Data Recordsare usedto map

greater
than!5%. Theseaice areais defined
as the Antarctic
seaice extentovera periodof 28 months
product
of the ice concentration
andareafor each between
October
!986andFebruary
1989.
passive microwave pixel

summed over the entire

region.
Theopenwaterpercentage
is thedifference
Data
Sets
between
theseaiceextent
andtheseaice area.They After completing
a classified
mission
the Geosat
conclude
thata significant
downward
trendin global satellitewasplacedin a so called'ExactRepeat
seaice extentoccurred
duringtheperiod1978-1987 Mission'
(ERM)orbitrepeating
coverage
of thesame
although
no corresponding
decrease
in sea ice area ground
trackevery17.05days.In this analysis
we
wasobserved.
map the total sea ice extent for intervals

In this paper we present sea ice extent data derived

from another satellite-borne microwave instrument,
the radar altimeter on board the US Navy's Geosat
satellite, The altimeter is designed primarily for

operationover the open ocean where it records a
series of radar echoes plus measurementsof range,
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correspondingto the exact repeat period. During

each 17 day period about 500 Antarctic sea ice
boundary
crossings occur
giving
a mean
longitudinal spacing of around 40km at 60øS. The

resolution in longitude is therefore similar to the
SMMR although the altimeter along-trackresolution

is potentially 7kin, which is considerably better than
the SMMR. It should be noted, though, that the

altimeter observations
are restrictedto the ground

track (i.e. reduced spatial sampling) and are collected
over a !7 day period during which the sea ice extent
may undergo considerable (100's kin) changes.
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Data from the Geosat altimeter are created in several
different formats :

year with a few exceptions such as regions of the
Weddell and Bellinghausen seas. As explained in the

(i)

next section, in cases where the sea ice boundary lies
south of 72ø, all data between the latitudinal limit and
the coast is classified as "unknown".

The Sensor Data Record (SDR) - consisting of
telemetred samples of surface range and
Automatic

Gain Control (AGC)

at 10 Hz,

satellite

pointing used in the computation of the Geosat
ice index (sensitive to changes in pulse shape),
instrument status and quality words.

(ii) The Waveform Data Record (WDR) -consisting of
return echo profiles at 10 Hz.
(iii)The Geophysical Data Record (GDR) - consisting
of surface elevation at 10 Hz, AGC and Significant

Wave Height (SWH) at 1 Hz, Standard deviation of
surface elevation AGC and SWH plus Quality flags.
Data contained within the GDR are further split into
'Ocean' and 'Land/Ice' data sets depending on the
status of various quality flags [Cheney, et al. 1987].

The data employed here come from the 'Oceans' GDR
and they are often intermittent over sea ice areas,
where the Navy processing algorithm has identified
waveforms as being 'Land/Ice'. Future work will
involve
the acquisition
and merging of the
'Land/Ice' GDR's to allow complete coverage. Ideally
to map sea ice boundaries individual return echo
profiles and associated parameters (contained within
the SDR and WDR) should be analysed. This involves
the merging and processing of very large quantities
of data (e.g. approximately
one tape per day).
However, the Geosat GDR contain parameters which
provide indications of the presence of sea ice as
described below and provide data in a much more
compact form.
Figure 1 shows the Geosat GDR coverage from ERM

cycle 1. The sparsity of data points near the
continent indicates the presence of sea ice which is
causing much of the data to be incorporated into the
'Land/Ice'
GDR's.
Coverage
over the Larsen,
Shackleton and West ice shelves is more dense than
over the surrounding sea ice, reflecting the fact that
return echos from ice shelves resemble those from
the open ocean more frequently than echos from sea
ice. A further problem with the use of Geosat data for
sea ice mapping is that coverage is limited to areas
north of 72.05øS, the latitudinal limit of the orbit.
Fortunately, the majority of the Antarctic sea ice
boundary lies north of this latitude throughout the

DataProcessing
To overcome the problem of the intermittency of the
"oceans" data set, data were
averaged into
geographical cells. Since the Antarctic sea ice
boundary, on average, lies East-West it is preferable
to have cells which have a finer North-South than
East-West resolution. After some trial and error, the
final size of geographical cells chosen was 2 ø in
longitude x 0.4 ø in latitude. The latitude size was
chosen to be comparable to the resolution of the
SMMR (40km) and the longitude size was chosen so

that at least two or three altimeter tracks pass
through each cell. One point to bear in mind is that
cells containing multiple tracks of valid data are
classified as "sea ice" even if the data from only one
of the tracks indicates the presence of sea ice. The
total sea ice extent will generally, therefore, be
biased towards the maximum for any 17 day period
rather than the mean. The three parameters used in
the analysis were as follows :
(i) SDH- the standard deviation of 10 surface height
values
recorded
during
each
one
second
averaging
period.
Over
the ocean this is
relatively
insensitive
to
variations
in
waveheight and windspeed. Over the sea ice, the
presence of bright targets off-nadir causes some
disruption
of the tracker,
resulting
in a
significant increase in SDH.

(ii) AGC - a measure of the return echo strength.
Over the ocean this depends on the wind speed.
Over discontinuous sea ice, near the margin,
very high values of AGC occur.
(iii)SWH - over the open ocean the SWH provides a
measure of the ocean wave height. Over sea ice
the increased tracker noise disrupts the onboard computation of the SWH parameter,
resulting in large erroneous values.
Figure 2 shows average values in geographical bins
of these three parameters : (a)SDH,
(b)AGC
and (c)
SWH. All three parameters show increases in regions
where the presence of sea ice is likely. The SDH
values are less variable over the open ocean than
either AGC or SWH, both of which vary due to
changes in ocean wave height and wind speed.
Histograms of the three parameters are also shown
for geographical bins lying south of 60øS. Values of
SDH

show

the

narrowest

distribution

over

the

ocean

and so this parameter was selected as the primary
indicator

•.•"'•[

• •

90 S--80øS--70os

of

sea

ice,

with

AGC.

and

SWH

used as

secondary indicators. Since the ocean data exhibit
very
narrow
distributions
of
the
parameters
compared with ice or land the methodology adopted
was to identify ocean cells, unambiguously from the
data first. This was achieved using the following
criteria ' (i) SDH < 0.1 metres, (ii) SWH < 20 metres,
(iii) AGC < 35 dB.

Cells which failed any of the three inequalities given
above were then classified as either (i) land, (ii) sea
ice or (iii) unknown. Data cells were classified as
'land' according to a land mask derived from a

._

Figure 1. Geosat OceanGDR coverageduring ERM
cycle 1 (November1986). The presenceof sea ice
results •n data gaps where the GDR processing
algorithm have classifiedechoesas "Land/Ice".

coastline provided by the Scott Polar Research
Institute
in Cambridge [Drewry,
1983].
Cells
containing no GDR data were classified as ocean if
the neighbouring cell lying immediately northward

was classifiedas ocean. Otherwisea cell containing
no GDR data and lying immediatelysouthof a cell
classifiedas sea ice was classifiedas sea ice Cells
lying within the latitudinal limit and boundedby an
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"ocean" cell

at the latitude

"unknown". All

limit
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,•ere

classified

as

remaining cells not classified as

ocean, land or unknown, were classified as sea ice.
Figure 3 shows the classification for data bins from
ERM cycle 8. Areas classified as 'unknov•n' are
observed in both the Weddel and Ross seas, although
they make up only a small percentage (maximum -

0.42 million square kilometres) of the total area.
Some cells classified as sea ice but lying well outside
the ice edge are also observed. These may be caused,
either by coastlines and small islands which are not
resolved by the land mask, or by anomalous surface
conditions over the open ocean [Laxon and Rapley,
1987]. Examination of individual plots showed the
maximum

number

of

such events

to be less than 20,

resulting in a maximum additional
million square kilometres.

error

of

0.06

The total area enclosed by the sea ice boundary for
each ERM cycle was calculated using ß

TOTAL
•,,'TENT
=ZAREA
OF
SEA
ICE
BLNS
+

•R• OF
.•NB•S

I(b)AGC
'

-

-,,,

The second term, concerning the "unknown" cells,
assumes a 50:50 probability that they are ocean or
ice. An error was also assigned to each value based
on the following1

ERROR
=•.•RF.•OFUNI•OWN
BINS
+

..

1102*
36O*0.2'COS(65
ø)
The

;'.2'

second

term

in

the

error

calculation

assumed

an

average error of 0.2 ø in the latitude of the sea ice
boundary
location
for
the
entire
periphery
(corresponding to 0.37 million square kilometres),
due to the quantisation of the geographical cells. The
random error due to the altimeter sampling distance
(7kin) will be considerably less than this. When
comparing the total sea ice extent determined by the
altimeter
with
values
derived
from
passive

F1
\

i

microwave

to the

i

data

15%

it

must

be noted

ice concentration

that

the

latter

refer

boundary, whereas the

altimeter boundary almost certainly corresponds to a
lower concentration of sea ice. This may account for
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Figure 2. Geosat alumeter parametersaveragedin

Key'

geographicalbins for ERM cycle 8 (March 1987) with

•
I

Land
Ocean

Unknown
'EOSeaIce

histograms
of parameter
valuesfor binslying south Figure3. Classification
of databinsfor ERMcycle8
of 60øS.

(March 1987).
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somedifferences
in the estimates
of total extent(see

next section).

Results
AndConclusions

Figure
4 sea
shows
thecurve
representing
the
total
Antarctic
ice extent
computed
using the
method
described
above
for48 ERMcycles
covering
the
period
November
1986
toJanuary
1989.
Also
shown
is
the
curve
November
1985to[1988]
October
1987
published
byfor
Gloerson
and Campbell
based
on

.previously
mappedusing satellitepassivemicrowave
instruments.Excellent agreement is observedfor
mostof the seasonal
cycle,with the exception
of the
latter part of the melt season when altimeter
measurementsindicate an ice extent larger by 30%.

Notethattheminimum
andmaximum
Antarctic
ice
extent, mapped by the altimeter, show a greater sea
iceextent
for1988
than
for1987.
Thisiscounter
to
thedownward
trends
observed
by G!oerson
and
Campbell
[!988]
fortheperiod
1978-87.
Looking
to

passive
microwave
data.During
thefreezeup period the
future,the European
ERS~Isatellite,to be
launched in late 1990, this will carry a radar

the agreement
is close,
lyingwellwithinthe altimeter,
andwillafford
coverage
upto latitudes
of
82ø thusovercoming
the limitation
of Antarctic

uncertainties
of the
altimeter
data.
During
thelatter
part
of the melt
period
(Jan-Feb
1987),
however,
a
significant
lag is observed
in the altimetersea ice

coverage
experienced
with the Geosat
data.

extent, the area derived from the altimeter being

greaterthan that mappedby the SMMR. The
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